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Google’s next version of its mobile operating system, Android 10, isn’t quite ready for prime time just yet. For the brave few who don’t mind encountering a bug or two, you can download the third beta of Android 10 and try it out on your Android phone before it’s available to everyone else.But for those who are comfortable waiting until the software
is ready to release, keep reading. Google announced more features for Android 10 at its annual developer’s conference this week. From more robust security settings to improved Digital Wellbeing features, there’s a lot to look forward to from Google’s next major platform release.Android Q Beta 3 is now available for public consumption as of
yesterday’s big kickoff to Google…Read more5G connectivityThe world is already in 5G hype mode, and even though it’s not available everywhere yet, there’s enough buzz that companies and manufacturers have started future-proofing software and devices for its impending arrival.G/O Media may get a commissionFor its part, Google bundled in 5G
compatibility in Android 10. Once you have this version of the mobile operating system, you’ll be able to connect to your carrier’s available 5G network provided your phone is outfitted with the necessary components.If you’re among the first early adopters of 5G smartphones, we’ve got some bad news for you: That…Read moreFit for
foldablesFoldable smartphones may not seem like a thing right now, especially after the folly of the Samsung Galaxy Fold. But the next version of Android will be optimized to work with these next-generation devices. Some of the new features include app continuity, which lets you launch an app on the main screen then flip it open to continue what
you were about to do, along with some better multitasking abilities that allow multiple apps to be paused and resumed at once.Smarter repliesIf you’re on version Android 8.0 or later, you’ve already experienced the practical utility of Smart Reply. This feature offers reply suggestions in the notification shade when you receive a message.Once Android
10 goes live, the Smart Reply feature will be able to predict what you should do next. For example, if someone sends you a message with an address or the name of a restaurant, Smart Reply will offer a link to the Google Maps app to help you start navigating to that exact locale. It’s an easy way to move forward without having to copy and paste
addresses, then tap around the screen looking for the next app you want to use.In the past, Pixel phones weren’t always the easiest to procure, especially at launch due to…Read moreRobust security and privacy controlsGoogle claimed that nearly 50 features are coming to Android 10 related to security and privacy. We won’t know the extent of those
changes until Android 10 goes live to everyone. However, Google hinted at some of the options you’ll be able to access in the Android settings panel, including a new front-and-center Privacy section, with a bevy of settings for controlling which apps and services have access to your data. There will also be a new Permissions option that will let you
choose how and when data and other elements are shared with Google and other third-party apps.Small, timely updatesThe problem: When Google needs to make a minor update to the Android operating system, it’s not always easy to push it out to the masses. The solution? Project Mainline, a new initiative from Google to push out security patches to
more phones by distributing updates directly through the Google Play Store—where you already get your app updates. Project Mainline will be limited in what it updates, but it’ll include things like network permissions, time zone data, and media codecs.MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA—It’s Google I/O time, the annual smorgasboard of all things Android.
This…Read more‘Focus mode’ to limit notificationsAre you feeling unable to focus with your smartphone going off all the time? Android 10’s Focus mode, part of Digital Wellbeing, lets you select the apps you find most distracting—messaging apps, news apps, apps constantly pinging you about daily deals—and silences them until you decide that
you’re ready to deal. You’ll be able to choose which apps and which folks are allowed through when you’re trying to concentrate.Alternatively, Focus mode works even when you’re not trying to focus, like when you’d rather zone out on a Netflix binge. The idea is to keep work and play separate so that when you’re avoiding your phone, you’re doing so
altogether. And when you’re dodging work, you’re fully ensconced in what’s going on rather than who is notifying you in Slack.Built-in parental controlsFamily Link will no longer be another app for parents to grab from the Play Store. Instead, it’ll come standard with Android 10 and will be available to customize inside the device settings. It will offer
better controls for parents hoping to cut down on kids with a tendency towards rampant screen time. Starting with Android 10, you’ll be able to set up specific time limits for those apps your kid is too obsessed with to finish homework, along with “bonus time” for when you’re feeling lenient.Hey Google, let’s driveAndroid Auto and Android embedded
into the car are getting a big makeover this summer. But perhaps the most significant will be the version of Android Auto on the phone, which will no longer be a separate app. Instead, you’ll have to invoke it through the Google Assistant, so you can say something like, “Hey Google, let’s drive” to pop up the new optimized driving mode. The new
driving mode features a slicker interface, with all the information you need within a short scroll rather than hidden behind another menu.Find something to eatGoogle Lens isn’t entirely specific to Android 10, though it is a part of the Pixel’s camera app. A new feature coming up the pipeline will help you do things like figure out what to eat at a new
restaurant, without having to ask anyone, “What’s good here?”. With the help of Google Lens, you’ll be able to snap a photo of a physical menu, and Google will highlight the most popular items at that particular locale based on its reviews database. Google Lens will also be able to split a bill or calculate a tip after you snap a photo of the receipt and
read signs and other text for people who can’t read the printed language.Live captionsOne of the most compelling features in Android 10 will make audio and video available for the hard of hearing. Live Captions will enable real-time transcriptions of what’s being said on screen, regardless of the app you’re using. Folks hoping to catch something a
podcast host said can use the feature for clarification on a line, while folks who are hard of hearing can use Live Captions to transcribe personal videos. Best of all, an internet connection isn’t necessary to use this feature, as the transcription is processed all locally on the device rather than through the cloud.Gestures you can useGestures are
controversial on the smartphone circuit because users don’t always appreciate them. But with phones getting bigger, and adopting edge-to-edge displays, the concept of using a gesture to navigate the operating system seems like the obvious evolution. Google first introduced gestures in Android Pie, and in Android 10 they’ll be more refined. Rather
than the standard three- or two-button layout features in the navigation bar, you’ll use a swipe up gesture to go to the Home screen, then swipe up and drag across to switch into multitasking view. And rather than tap a button to go back a page, you can swipe across the screen to switch between apps, then swipe up from the Home screen to reveal
the application drawer.Dark mode allows us all to stare at our phones a little more comfortably, especially at night—and…Read moreDarkness, everywhereIf you’ve ever looked at your phone in the dead of night and thought to yourself, “dang, this is way too bright” you’re likely to be very enticed by this next new feature. Dark Mode has long been a
coveted feature on the Android operating system, and now it’s coming system-wide, with dark themes available for every one of Google’s core apps. Third-party apps will have to implement it manually. Dark mode is also helpful for saving battery life, particularly for those devices sporting bright OLED displays. Activating it pretty easy: pull down the
Quick Settings menu, then tap the setting to switch over the interface from white to black. Play a track from a music app, launch Snapchat, and press and hold Record.Record your video, then swipe down to the notification panel to pause the music.Watch and listen to your video preview, and post it if you're happy with it. This article explains how to
add music to your Snapchat videos and stories. Instructions apply to the most recent version of Snapchat for iOS and Android. The addition of a music feature in Snapchat is something that brings it more up to speed with other competing social video apps, particularly Instagram. Prior to this update, if you wanted music to play in your Snapchat
videos, you needed another device or computer to play it. Here's how it works. Open up your favorite music app and play any track you want. Whether it's iTunes, Spotify, Pandora, SoundCloud or any other app, as long as it plays music on your phone, you can use it with Snapchat. Keep in mind that Snapchat records the music at a pretty high volume,
so consider turning it down in your music app if you want your own voice or other background sounds in your video to be heard through the music. Launch Snapchat (with the music still playing), navigate to the camera tab, and hold the big record button down to record your video message. It will record all the music your device is playing at the same
time. Before sending or posting your video, swipe down from the top of the screen and use the notification panel to pause the music. Then go back to Snapchat to watch/listen to your video preview. If you're happy with your video preview and the music playing along with it, go ahead and post it. Check out some of the fun lenses with built-in music
tracks. Snapchat has been including more lenses like this, some of which feature new singles from popular artists, which automatically start playing music as soon as you activate the lens. New ones are added every day, so keep checking. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why!
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